Good Finds
The Lap-Stitch Doodler

frame is a light weight
portable frame that rests on
your lap or table for hands
free use. The only thing
you hold is the needle.
The set includes 12”,
15”, and 18” dowels and
is made of red oak. All
frames are hand crafted
in Wisconsin. Order from
Doodlin’ Around Design at
doodlinarounddesign.com.

Felt Bird and Tree

made of 100% wool. Fat
birds in 4 sizes, from 2” to 6”
($16 to $28), and trees in 2
sizes, 14” and 18” ($39 and
$48). ArcadiaHomeInc.com

Memory Matching Game

is handcrafted of selectively harvested trees from family’s homestead
in northern Vermont, contains eight
pairs of hand-stamped branch pieces
finished with linseed oil and comes
in a hand crocheted wool drawstring
bag. NaturalEarthFarm.com

Luxury Superfine Alpaca

is close to lace weight and comes
in a variety of stunning natural and
dyed colors (48 colors). Gauge
with 1 strand: 28 st = 4” using US
#1 needles, 50 g (168 yards).
HelenHamannOnlineStore.com

ing is 6” x 9” (Royal Bubbles shown
here) and comes with 96 blank
pages and 64 graph pages, perfect
for making your quilting notes. The
quilted paper cover is handmade with
recycled fabric-industry fibers. Call
800-284-1114 or visit CTpub.com

Dollies Visit Paris
to pay homage to the
great couturiers Balmain,
Balenciaga, and Dior.
Pattern includes instructions for the dolls, their
clothing, pumps, hats and
jewelry. The clothing fits
standard 18” dolls.
OatCouture.com
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designed by Betz White, the Indian Summer 4.5 oz sateen has a lustrous sheen
and is ideal for apparel, home décor,
craft projects, and personal accessories.
BetzWhite.com

Cloud9 Organic Fabrics brings eco-sensible fabrics to the quilt and craft market. Their first
collection, My Happy Garden, offers 44-45”, 3.6oz,
100% certified organic cotton prints perfect for any
baby and toddler project—even for the grown-ups!
Cloud9Fabrics.com

Quilt Journal by C&T Publish-
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Organic Cotton Fabric





ub-on transfers for walls! We also have trees, silhouettes, banners, vines, animals, logos and monograms.
Preview your phrase, check the lengths, colors and fonts before buying at our site www.wallwords.com
For a 15% Discount on your order, enter #4090999 For a FREE Catalog (888) 422-6685
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Ornament
Making Kit contains

everything you need to easily
hand-make your own wreath,
snowflake, and flower ornaments. Kit includes fabric, buttons, satin cord, and detailed,
illustrated instructions. Package
arrives in a reusable drawstring
bag. Kinderwareonline.com

Bamboo Felt is naturally soft, vegan,

lightweight yet strong. A renewable, sustainable
textile made entirely of plant fibers. It lends itself
exceptionally well for your tiny creations, soft toys,
throws, baby things, pillows, and more. 50/50
blend of bamboo and rayon. Available in vivid
tropical colors. aChildsDream.com

Amigurumi Petite Bag Kit

is for those who want to delight their
children with this adorable little house to
hold all their tiny creatures and treasures.
This clever design has a zipper in the back
to hold everything safe inside.
SelectYarn.com
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Advanced Ball Winding &
Metering Systems
Commercial grade tools for the discriminating ﬁber
artist at home, school, yarn shop, or business.
Designed and manufactured in the USA by the
toolmakers at Nancy’s Knit Knacks LLC

State-of-the-art electronic meter measures
in yards, meters,
ounces, & grams
Power Base Lite
& Ball Winder

Holiday Sale Code:

bailout4us

Electronic Yarn
Meter™

800-731-5648
The Perfect Notion Case
Row Counter Plus

See your LYS

www.nancysknitknacks.com
info@nancysknitknacks.com

